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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this experiment is to improve upon a preexisting beamed microwave
propulsion system by bringing the exit flow to supersonic speeds. This research builds upon an
experiment previously designed at Penn State. The working fluid of this experiment, nitrogen,
must be transported from tanks pressurized to 6,000 psig to the chamber of an electric propulsion
system. Improving the mass flow rate of the system ensures supersonic flow to the exit of the
nozzle and furthers the goal of optimizing the system’s thrust and specific impulse. Increasing the
mass flow rate will also eliminate undesirable characteristics that previously manifested in the
flow. Both experimental and theoretical calculations revealed the presence of shock waves in the
prior experiment, which have substantially impaired the propulsion system’s performance. The
improved experimental design increases the effective feed system flow area that follows the
nitrogen tank orifice. Further improvements include the addition of a high mass flow rate pressure
regulator, an additional two nitrogen tanks, and various safety measures. The results of the
experiment demonstrated that the new experimental design eliminated the presence of shocks in
the nozzle. Though a chamber pressure of over 900 psig has already been achieved, further
experiments are being conducted to test the viability of increasing the chamber pressure to 2,000
psig.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of this research is to design and implement a system through which high
pressure nitrogen gas can be fed to the chamber of a beamed energy propulsion system. This
particular propulsion system utilizes beamed microwave energy to generate plasma in the
diverging section of the converging-diverging nozzle. Improving the mass flow rate through this
part of the system is a smaller component of a larger project which seeks to optimize thrust and
specific impulse. Neither of the latter goals can be achieved without maintaining high velocity
flow through the system.
In general terms, beamed energy propulsion systems operate by adding energy to a
propellant, in this case nitrogen gas, through the use of microwaves. One of the advantages of this
system is that it contributes little to the structural mass of the launch vehicle, since the microwave
source remains on the ground and is not integrated as part of the rocket. Another advantage is that
these systems allow for overall higher values of specific impulse compared to their chemical
propellant counterparts due to the lack of reliance on chemical energy. Despite these advantages,
there are notable drawbacks that have slowed the development of this technology. First and
foremost, no lasers that currently exist can provide the level of energy that would be required for
launch vehicle operations. Secondly, even if the necessary microwave sources did exist, there
remains the issue of atmospheric beam attenuation, target accuracy and tracking, and focusing1.
Furthermore, static ground systems may not be able to accommodate the turning of the spacecraft
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during its ascent into orbit. As such, the larger goal of this research aims to aid in overcoming
these conventional issues.
The particular system that is the subject of this research focuses beamed electromagnetic
energy within the diverging portion of the nozzle. This creates a supersonic region where plasma
is formed. The plasma is expelled through the diverging portion of the nozzle and expanded to
ambient temperature and pressure. The inert nature of the working fluid allows for higher gas
temperatures to be achieved and in turn higher exhaust velocities and specific impulses2. The
relationship between exit temperature, exhaust velocity, and specific impulse is demonstrated in
the following equations:
𝑎0 = √𝛾𝑅𝑇0

(1.1)

𝑀=

𝑢
𝑎0

(1.2)

𝐼𝑠𝑝 =

𝑢𝑒𝑞
𝑔

(1.3)

where ueq is the equivalent exhaust velocity and ge is the acceleration due to gravity at the surface
of the Earth. The 0 subscript indicates that the quantity is at stagnation, or total, conditions.
Stagnation conditions represent the values a fluid element would have if the flow were to be
isentropically brought to zero velocity3.
The working fluid, nitrogen, is contained in gas tanks that are held at a pressure of 6,000
psig. The outlet area of the valve on these tanks is the most substantial limiter to the mass flow.
The outlet area is 0.019 in2, compared to the inlet area of the nozzle chamber at 0.442 in2. As such,
it was necessary to expand the flow to compensate for the small orifice area of the nitrogen tanks
and to allow for a higher mass flow rate. Mass flow rate is a function of area as shown in Eq. (1.4):
𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝑢𝐴

(1.4)
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The nozzle has been chosen so as to choke the flow at the throat and in turn maximize the
nozzle flow rate. By definition, if the flow is choked at the nozzle throat, the flow is at a Mach
number of 1. Based upon the nozzle specifications, specifically the ratio of the exit area to the
throat area, it was anticipated that the exit Mach number would be as high as 5 if expanding to
ambient pressure. Unfortunately, previous system designs did not fulfill design specifications, and
the desired mass flow rate was not achieved.
There are other limiting factors on this system, including the beam width from the
microwave source. The beam width from the microwave source is roughly 50 mm, or 0.195 inches.
The beam width dictated the diameter of the parabolic reflector inside of the nozzle, which in turn
controls the effective flow area. As a result, the optimal mass flow rate of the system is constrained
by the nozzle dimensions.
This experiment has also been designed to accommodate testing at another facility to utilize
a more powerful microwave source. This facility is at Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mexico.
Not only does the Air Force base have a more powerful microwave source, but it also has an
appreciably different atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psi compared to State College, Pennsylvania’s
15.5 psi. It is expected that tests in New Mexico will result in higher thrust outputs both as a result
of the improved microwave source as well as a direct result of Eq. (1.5).
𝜏 = 𝑚̇𝑢𝑒𝑞 + (𝑃𝑒 − 𝑃𝑎 )𝐴𝑒

(1.5)

Within these constraints, there are several reasons why it is advantageous to bring the flow
to supersonic velocities. First, increasing the flow velocity will also increase the mass flow rate.
Increasing mass flow rate increases the system’s thrust output.
Second, a supersonic flow will also force any shockwaves out of the nozzle exit, which
will both minimize the stress on the structure and eliminate pressure losses in the diverging portion
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of the nozzle. The presence of shocks also leads to a decrease in flow velocity and thus exit
velocity, decreasing the amount of thrust generated.
The final advantage of generating a supersonic flow is that it eliminates the need for a heat
exchanger in the system. In some beamed energy experiments, heat exchangers are used to warm
the propellant. This design means that the system’s thrust output is then constrained by the amount
that a heat exchanger can warm the propellant. Higher thrust values can be achieved by warming
supersonic flow with microwaves instead. This configuration allows for the microwave beam to
be focused along the axis of the nozzle such that the minimum flow velocity is dissipated in the
tangential direction.
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Chapter 2
Previous Experiments
Previous experimental designs revealed several undesirable qualities in the flow
characteristics. The foremost issue was the presence of a normal shock inside the diverging portion
of the nozzle. Measurements from pressure transducers along the length of the nozzle revealed that
low chamber pressure was to blame for the presence of the shock. This is evident in both
experimental and theoretical results. The area ratio at which the shock occurred was found
iteratively by using the chamber pressure, exit pressure, and the exit to throat area ratio. An initial
estimate of A2 /A1* was used to find M1 by using Equation (2.1).
𝛾+1

𝛾−1
2 2(𝛾−1)
𝐴2
1 1 + ( 2 ) 𝑀1
=
(
)
𝛾+1
𝐴1∗ 𝑀1
( 2 )

(2.1)

Equation (2.1) was used to calculate the Mach number after the normal shock.
𝑀22 =

1 + [(𝛾 − 1)⁄2]𝑀12
𝛾𝑀12 − (𝛾 − 1)⁄2

(2.2)

M2 made it possible to find the ratio of P02 to P01 through the use of Equation (2.3).
𝛾

1

𝛾−1
(𝛾 + 1)𝑀12 𝛾−1
𝑃02
𝛾+1
=[
]
[
]
2
2
(𝛾 − 1)𝑀1 + 2
𝑃01
2𝛾𝑀1 − (𝛾 − 1)

(2.3)

The ratio of A2 /A1* was found by using Equation (2.1) again with M2 replacing M1, and A2 /A2*
replacing A2 /A1*. This information was then used in Equation (2.4) to find the ratio of Ae /A2*.
𝐴𝑒 𝐴𝑒 𝐴∗ 𝐴2
=
𝐴∗2 𝐴∗ 𝐴2 𝐴∗2

(2.4)
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Me was found by applying the result of Equation (2.4) once more to Equation (2.1). The ratio of
P02/Pe was found with Equation (2.5).
𝛾

𝛾−1
𝑃02
𝛾−1
= (1 + (
) 𝑀𝑒2 )
𝑃𝑒
2

(2.5)

At last, Pe was found using Equation (2.6).
𝑃𝑒 =

𝑃𝑒 𝑃02
𝑃
𝑃02 𝑃01 01

(2.6)

The value of Pe calculated in Equation (2.6) was compared to the known exit pressure, which in
this situation equals the atmospheric pressure. This process was repeated until the exit pressure
matched the atmospheric pressure within a desired tolerance. Ultimately, this formulation found
the area of the diverging nozzle section where the normal shock occurred.
As shown in Fig. 1, theoretical calculations suggested that a pressure spike, indicating the
presence of a shock, would occur approximately 1.2 inches from the nozzle exit. However, the
experimental data suggests that the shock may have occurred at a point further from the nozzle
exit than expected.

Figure 1: Static Pressure Distribution in Nozzle at Pc = 105.5 psig
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As shown in Fig. 2, the Mach number of the flow gradually increased through the
converging portion of the nozzle until it became choked at the throat of the nozzle. Once past the
throat, the Mach number continued to increase in the diverging section of the nozzle until the large
pressure differential between the nozzle and exit conditions caused a shock. The shock forced the
flow to go from supersonic to subsonic, with the Mach number before the shock at 3.9 and the
Mach number after the shock on the order of 0.1 to 0.2.

Figure 2: Mach Number Distribution in Nozzle at Pc = 105.5 psig

It was also found that at the beginning of an experiment, the chamber pressure would
exhibit a peak above the average chamber pressure, as shown from the data in Fig. 3. At the
beginning of an experiment, some of the gas would be trapped between the nozzle and the pressure
regulator. This is what caused the peak in the experimental data. However, the old pressure
regulator could not sustain the mass flow rate necessary to maintain such a high chamber pressure,
leading to the drop in pressure after the initial spike. The data between the two black lines of Fig.
3 represents the segment of data that was used to calculate the average chamber pressure.
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Figure 3: Raw Chamber Pressure Transducer Measurements

The chamber pressure of 105.5 psig exhibited in previous experiments represents the
maximum chamber pressure that was able to be delivered from the flow source to the chamber. As
such, alterations were made to the experimental configuration to increase the pressure delivered to
the chamber and to force the shock wave out the exit of the nozzle.
The raw data for all seven transducers can be found in Fig. 4 along with thrust
measurements. Transducer 1 is the closest to the nozzle exit, and Transducer 6 is the furthest.

Figure 4: Raw Data from Previous Experiment - Transducer 1 is Closest to Nozzle Exit
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Chapter 3
Proposed Solution

Experimental Design

In previous experiments, only one bottle of pressurized nitrogen was used as a working
fluid source. The updated experimental design included two more bottles of nitrogen, as shown in
Fig. 5. A detailed account of the experimental configuration’s components can be found in Table
1.

Figure 5: Experiment Configuration
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Table 1: Part Specifications

Though the addition of two nitrogen bottles tripled the mass flow rate of the system, this
did not amend the pressure losses that were occurring in the system. The orifice of each bottle was
so narrow that flow became choked before it reached the nozzle. This also had detrimental effects
on the magnitude of pressure that the cylinders were able to deliver. In order to mitigate pressure
drops from the cylinders to the chamber, a series of parallel tubes and junctions were installed to
gradually expand the flow. Increasing the diameter of the tubing also increased the flow area,
which prevented further choking of the flow. Recalling Equation (1.4), as the flow area increases,
the flow velocity decreases in order for mass flow rate to maintain constant. As flow velocity
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decreases, pressure losses due to friction decrease. The parallel tubing assembly employed in the
new system is depicted in component 5 of Fig. 5. Furthermore, two pressure release valves were
installed after the flow of all three tanks joined through component 8. These release valves were
among the new safety features added; these valves also made it safer to bleed excess nitrogen out
of the system after testing.
A new pressure regulator (component 15) was installed to improve the reliability of results
by giving the user control over how much pressure would be delivered to the system downstream.
The new pressure regulator was also chosen for its ability to sustain high mass flow rates.
Following the regulator, a solenoid valve was used to remotely open and close a ball valve. The
inclusion of the solenoid valve removed the necessity of the user being directly exposed to the
system during testing, should any of the system components fail once pressurized. The flexible
tubing, component 18, was the last place in the system where the flow was able to expand before
reaching the chamber. Flexible tubing was chosen to connect the ball valve to the chamber because
the chamber is mounted on air bearings, giving the chamber freedom of movement perpendicular
to the tubing.
Calculations were performed to estimate the flow characteristics throughout the system.
The characteristics of interest included Mach number, mass flow rate, and static temperature and
pressure. Several assumptions were made in order to carry out these estimates. First, it was
assumed that the flow exiting each cylinder was choked due to the small orifice size. Second, it
was assumed that there were no effects due to flow reversal. By extension, this meant it was also
assumed that all three cylinders were at exactly the same pressure. For example, at the cross
(component 8 in Fig. 5), there would be some amount of flow being pushed back towards the
cylinders if the cylinders were not equally pressurized. These effects were ignored.
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The calculations performed were dependent upon the section of the system being
examined. With the exception of the rigid and flexible tubing segments, values of static pressure
and temperature were found with the following two equations, respectively:
𝛾

𝛾 − 1 2 −(𝛾−1)
𝑃 = 𝑃0 [1 +
𝑀 ]
2

(3.1)

𝛾 − 1 2 −1
𝑇 = 𝑇0 [1 +
𝑀 ]
2

(3.2)

In order to find Mach number, a variation of Equation (2.1) was used. For segments where
flow area increased (Fig. 6), the ratio A/A* is defined as Af /Ai. This ratio was then used to find Mi,
which was again entered into Equation (2.1) to obtain the relationship between the initial area and
the sonic area, Ai /A*. The relationship between the final area and sonic area, Af /A*, was calculated
from Equation (3.4).
𝐴𝑓 𝐴𝑓 𝐴𝑖
=
𝐴∗ 𝐴𝑖 𝐴∗

(3.4)

This result was used to calculate Mf. A similar process was used in situations where the flow area
decreased. In such cases, A/A* is defined as Ai /Af.

Figure 6: Increasing Flow Area

Figure 7: Decreasing Flow Area
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The flow characteristics through the flexible and rigid tubing sections of the system were
performed using one dimensional compressible flow with friction. A subsonic flow analysis was
used, and the relationships between initial and final states5 are shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: 1D Subsonic Flow with Friction5

Friction coefficient values vary with the type of working fluid and the material composition
of the flow conduit. Traditionally, average friction values are found experimentally. Since the
materials needed to calculate these friction values were unavailable, published values from John
D. Anderson’s Modern Compressible Flow3 and Ascher H. Shapiro’s Dynamics and
Thermodynamics of Compressible Fluid Flow5 were used. Anderson and Shapiro provide friction
values of 0.005 and 0.0025 respectively. These values were used in Equation (3.4) to calculate the
Mach number at the end of each tubing section.
𝑥𝑓

𝑀𝑓

4𝑓
−1 𝛾 + 1
𝑀2
∫
𝑑𝑥 = [ 2 −
ln
]
𝛾−1 2
𝛾𝑀
2𝛾
𝑥𝑖 𝐷
1+ 2 𝑀
𝑀𝑖

(3.4)

The Mach number found in Equation (3.4) was used in Equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) to find
stagnation pressure and static temperature and pressure. It was assumed that the flow was adiabatic
through the tubes, meaning stagnation temperature was constant.
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𝑇𝑓 2 + (𝛾 −
=
𝑇𝑖 2 + (𝛾 −

1)𝑀𝑖2
1)𝑀𝑓2

(3.5)
1

𝑃𝑓 𝑀𝑖 2 + (𝛾 − 1)𝑀𝑖2 2
=
[
]
𝑃𝑖 𝑀𝑓 2 + (𝛾 − 1)𝑀𝑓2

(3.6)

𝛾+1

𝑃0𝑓 𝑀𝑖 2 + (𝛾 − 1)𝑀𝑓2 2(𝛾−1)
=
[
]
𝑃0𝑖 𝑀𝑓 2 + (𝛾 − 1)𝑀𝑓2

(3.7)

Using Anderson’s friction coefficient and initial stagnation temperature and pressure, T0 = 530 R
and P0 = 6,000 psig, the following figures were generated.

Figure 9: Static Pressure as a Function of
Distance from Cylinder Outlet (f=0.005)

Figure 10: Mach Number as a Function of
Distance from Cylinder Outlet (f=0.005)

These estimates were compared to the analysis which used Shapiro’s friction coefficient at the
same initial stagnation temperatures and pressures. The results shown in Figures 11 and 12 differ
little from those using Anderson’s friction coefficient.
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Figure 11: Static Pressure as a Function of
Distance from Cylinder Outlet (f=0.0025)

Figure 12: Mach Number as a Function of
Distance from Cylinder Outlet (f=0.0025)

In both cases, the static pressure increased and the Mach number decreased immediately
after the flow left the cylinder. This change can be attributed to the fact that the flow was assumed
to be choked at the nozzle exit. At approximately 43 inches from the cylinder, a rapid drop in
pressure and increase in Mach number occurred. This took place due to the change in flow areas
in this segment of the experimental configuration. Specifically, the flow area began at ~0.5 in 2
before dropping to ~0.175 in2 and increasing back to ~0.5 in2.
The first effects due to friction occurred across the CGA 677 adapter to the nitrogen tank.
Using the 0.005 friction coefficient, the pressure drop over the adapter was approximately 88 psi.
The 0.0025 friction coefficient resulted in half the pressure drop, at approximately 44 psi. For a
friction coefficient of 0.005, the pressure drop across the rigid tubing section was approximately
12 psi, compared to a drop of 6 psi with a friction coefficient of 0.0025. In the flexible tubing
section, a friction coefficient of 0.005 gave a pressure drop of 63 psi. The 0.0025 friction
coefficient resulted in a pressure drop of 31 psi. Altogether, the net pressure drop due to friction
using Anderson’s coefficient was 163 psi, and the net pressure drop due to friction using Shapiro’s
coefficient was 81 psi. Decreasing the friction coefficient by half effectively decreased the pressure
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drop in these segments by half. At the end of this analysis, the theoretical maximum deliverable
pressure to the chamber for Anderson and Shapiro was 5783 psi and 5818 psi, respectively. The
result means that the updated experimental design should be more than capable of providing a
sufficient pressure to the chamber.
Hypothetically, the mass flow rate of the working fluid will be nearly constant through the
system. The initial value of the mass flow rate was found by compiling the results of previous
equations into Equation (3.8). From this calculation, the mass flow rate leaving each of the nitrogen
cylinders will be 2.61 lbm/s.
∗

𝑚̇ =

𝛾+1
2(𝛾−1)

𝑃0 𝐴 𝑀√𝛾
1
(
)
𝛾−1
√𝑅𝑇0
1 + 2 𝑀2

(3.8)

Data Acquisition Process

As aforementioned, the chamber is supported on air bearings and is free to move along
tracks. This low-friction slide stage design allowed for accurate pressure measurements and
eliminated measurement errors which may have resulted due to gravity if the thruster was mounted
vertically. A load cell was mounted on one end of the slide stage so that when thrust is generated,
the thruster will exert a force on the load cell. The load cell used was an OMEGA Engineering
LCGB series Miniature Industrial Compression Load Cell. The configuration of the nozzle and
thrust measurement apparatus can be found in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13: Thrust Measurement Apparatus4

In order to measure the pressure distribution throughout the nozzle, a series of seven
pressure transducers were used. One transducer was used in the chamber of the thruster, and the
remaining six were used in the diverging section of the nozzle. In the diverging section, each
transducer was placed at intervals of 7 mm (0.276 in) from the nozzle exit as shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 14: Pressure Transducer Placement in the Diverging Portion of the Nozzle 4

A list of the pressure transducers used as well as their placement in the nozzle can be
found in Table 2.
Table 2: Pressure Transducer Specifications and Placement4
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The load cell, pressure transducers, and solenoid valve were all connected to a NI USB
6215 data acquisition (DAQ) system linked with a PC-based LABVIEW program. External power
supplies were used to operate the DAQ and the solenoid valve, separately. The following
procedure was followed for taking data:
1) Valves controlling compressed air for the slide table and solenoid valve were opened. The
power supply was turned on, and the excitation voltages for the load cell, transducers, and
solenoid valves were checked. The load cell, nozzle transducers, and solenoid valve
displayed voltages between 10-12 V, and the chamber transducer displayed a voltage of 24
V.
2) The valves on the nitrogen tanks were opened and the system was examined for leaks. The
inlet pressure of the pressure regulator was read off the gauge and recorded.
3) The desired output pressure of the regulator was adjusted by turning the bolt on top of the
regulator until the gauge displayed the desired value.
4) The area surrounding the experimental apparatus was surveyed for stray tools and
obstructions in front of the nozzle exit. This check was performed as a safety precaution in
order to prevent tools from being thrown from the table once the thruster was fired.
5) In the LABVIEW data acquisition program, the file path, time span, and period of the data
were chosen. The program was launched. After allowing the program to take data for 1-2
seconds, the program was used to open the solenoid valve for 2-3 seconds. The program
was used to close the valve and the program is stopped.
Steps 3 through 5 were repeated for the desired regulator outlet pressures. After all data
was acquired, the experiment was shut down in stages. The nitrogen cylinders were closed and the
solenoid valve was opened to release pressure that may have accumulated between the regulator
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exit and the valve. The manual relief valve was used to vent nitrogen filling the system between
the tanks and the regulator. The relief valve and solenoid valve were closed, and the lines of
pressurized air feeding the slide table and solenoid valve were closed. The voltage data obtained
from the LABVIEW program was reduced into usable pressure and force values.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
The results found from the new experimental design performed admirably. At first, a low
regulator outlet pressure was chosen. Gradually, the outlet pressure was increased, which in turn
increased the pressure delivered to the chamber. The first experiment resulted in a chamber
pressure of 234 psig. As shown in Fig. 15, a shock still occurred in the nozzle, but the position of
the shock was notably closer to the nozzle exit than in previous experiments. Even at this first test,
the flow through the nozzle was almost completely supersonic.

Figure 15: Static Pressure Distribution in the Nozzle at Pc = 324 psig

Prior to the shock, the Mach number reached a value of approximately 4.7. After the shock,
the Mach number dropped to a value hardly greater than 0, as shown in Fig. 16. The results of this
particular test are consistent with those of previous experiments in which the experimental data
shows the shock occurring earlier, further from the nozzle exit, than anticipated. This inconsistency
may be attributed to further frictional effects in the nozzle that were not accounted for in the
theoretical calculations.
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Figure 16: Mach Number Distribution in Nozzle at Pc = 234 psig

The raw data captured by the remaining pressure transducers and load cell can be found
in Fig. 17. Despite the presence of a shock, the thrust measured during firing averaged around
120 N.

Figure 17: Raw Experimental Data at Pc = 234 psig - Transducer 1 is Closest to Nozzle Exit

The remaining two tests were by far the most successful. In both cases, there was no shock
present in the nozzle, and the exit Mach number reached the desired value of 5. As demonstrated
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in Fig. 18, a chamber pressure of 440 psig was achieved. The average measured thrust was
approximately 226 N. The Mach number distribution for both tests can be found in Fig. 19.

Figure 18: Static Pressure Distribution in Nozzle at Pc = 440 psig

Figure 19: Mach Number Distribution in Nozzle at Pc = 440 psig and Pc = 909 psig

In the final test, a chamber pressure of over 900 psig was achieved (Fig. 20). In this test,
the average measured thrust was approximately 588 N. For all three tests with the new
experimental configuration, there is some disparity between the theoretical calculations and the
experimental data. The main reason why this may have occurred has to do with the placement of
the six pressure transducers in the diverging portion of the nozzle. The transducers each have
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slightly different dimensions and as such protrude into the nozzle a different amount. As a result,
it is possible that the transducers may not be measuring only static pressure, but also some amount
of dynamic pressure. For this reason, the data closer to the exit of the nozzle differs somewhat
from the anticipated values.

Figure 20: Static Pressure Distribution in Nozzle at Pc = 909 psig

At the 440 psig chamber pressure, an average thrust of 250 N was achieved. At the 909
psig chamber pressure, an average thrust of 680 N. The raw data for these experiments can be
found in Figures 21 and 22, respectively.
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Figure 21: Raw Experimental Data at Pc = 440 psig - Transducer 1 is Closest to Nozzle Exit

Figure 22: Raw Experimental Data at Pc = 909 psig - Transducer 1 is Closest to Nozzle Exit
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The updated experimental design was successful in delivering the adequate amount of
pressure to the chamber of the thruster, and in turn allowed for the flow in the nozzle to enter the
supersonic regime. The issues related to the presence of shocks in the nozzle have been eliminated.
In future work, further testing will be conducted to confirm the repeatability of the results that have
already been obtained. Once it is certain that the results can be reproduced, further adjustments
will be made to the experimental design to enable microwave testing. These hot tests will involve
the generation of a microwave beam which will be directed into the nozzle to generate plasma.
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Appendix A
Primary MATLAB Codes

Analytical Predictions
%Numbering scheme follows that of the flow schematic diagram
%subscript 'e' denotes English units - assume SI if no subscript
%the flow is adiabatic everywhere so stagnation temperature does not change
%% Initial Cylinder Conditions & Constants
T0i_e = 530;
%Rankine
P0i_e = 6000;
%psig
Mi = 1;
%Mach number
di_e = 0.156;
%diameter in inches
gamma = 1.40;
%specific heat ratio
R = 296.8;
%J/kg*K
f = 0.0050;
%friction coefficient
P0i = psi2pa(P0i_e);
T0i = r2k(T0i_e);
di = in2m(di_e);
ai = dia2a(di);
%% At 1 - assume flow coming of out of the bottle is choked
Ti = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,Mi);
Pi = stag2statP(P0i,gamma,Mi);
mdot_i = massflowrate(P0i,ai,Mi,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 1 to 2
d2_e = 0.25;
d2 = in2m(d2_e);
a2 = dia2a(d2);
a2_ratio = a2/ai;
ai_astarA = arearatio(Mi,gamma);
a1_astarA = a2_ratio.*ai_astarA;
M2 = iteratemach(a1_astarA,gamma);
T2 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M2);
P2 = stag2statP(P0i,gamma,M2);
mdot_2 = massflowrate(P0i,a2,M2,gamma,R,T0i);
%% Across 2
f2 = f;
x1_2 = 0;
x2_2 = .12; %meters
%The following formulation comes from Eqn. 3.97 in Anderson's Compr. Flow

M2ii = friction1D(M2,x1_2,x2_2,f2,d2,gamma);
T2ii_T2 = (2+(gamma-1).*M2.^2)./(2+(gamma-1).*M2ii.^2);
T2ii = T2ii_T2.*T2;
P2ii_P2 = (M2./M2ii).*((2+(gamma-1).*M2.^2)./(2+(gamma-1).*M2ii.^2)).^.5;
P2ii = P2ii_P2.*P2;
P02ii_P0i = (M2./M2ii).*((2+(gamma-1).*M2ii.^2)./(2+(gamma1).*M2.^2)).^((gamma+1)./(2.*(gamma-1)));
P02ii = P02ii_P0i.*P0i;
mdot_2ii = massflowrate(P02ii,a2,M2ii,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 2 to 3
d3_e = 0.370;
d3 = in2m(d3_e);
a3 = dia2a(d3);
a3_ratio = a3/a2;
a2_astarA = arearatio(M2ii,gamma);
a3_astarA = a3_ratio.*a2_astarA;
M3 = iteratemach(a3_astarA,gamma);
T3 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M3);
P3 = stag2statP(P02ii,gamma,M3);
mdot_3 = massflowrate(P02ii,a3,M3,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 3 to 4
d4_e = 0.410;
d4 = in2m(d4_e);
a4 = dia2a(d4);
a4_ratio = a4/a3;
a3_astarB = arearatio(M3,gamma);
a4_astarB = a4_ratio.*a3_astarB;
M4 = iteratemach(a4_astarB,gamma);
T4 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M4);
P4 = stag2statP(P0i,gamma,M4);
mdot_4 = massflowrate(P0i,a4,M4,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 4 to 5
d5_e = 0.334;
d5 = in2m(d5_e);
a5 = 2*(dia2a(d5)); %there are 2 tubes so twice the effective flow area
d5_eff = sqrt((8*a5)/pi);
a5_ratio = a5/a4;
a4_astarC = arearatio(M4,gamma);
a5_astarC = a5_ratio.*a4_astarC;
M5i = iteratemach(a5_astarC,gamma);
T5i = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M5i);
P5i = stag2statP(P0i,gamma,M5i);
mdot_5i = massflowrate(P0i,a5,M5i,gamma,R,T0i);
%% Across 5 - Parallel, rigid tubing
f5 = f;
x1_5 = 0;
x2_5 = in2m(24);
%The following formulation comes from Eqn. 3.97 in Anderson's Compr. Flow
M5ii = friction1D(M5i,x1_5,x2_5,f5,d5_eff,gamma);
T5ii_T5i = (2+(gamma-1).*M5i.^2)./(2+(gamma-1).*M5ii.^2);
T5ii = T5ii_T5i.*T5i;
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P5ii_P5i = (M5i./M5ii).*((2+(gamma-1).*M5i.^2)./(2+(gamma-1).*M5ii.^2)).^.5;
P5ii = P5ii_P5i.*P5i;
P05ii_P0i = (M5i./M5ii).*((2+(gamma-1).*M5ii.^2)./(2+(gamma1).*M5i.^2)).^((gamma+1)./(2.*(gamma-1)));
P05ii = P05ii_P0i.*P0i;
mdot_5ii = massflowrate(P05ii,a5,M5ii,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 5 to 6 - Area is decreasing
d6_e = 0.410;
d6 = in2m(d6_e);
a6 = dia2a(d6);
a6_ratio = a5/a6;
a5_astarD = arearatio(M5ii,gamma);
a6_astarD = (1./a6_ratio).*a5_astarD;
M6 = iteratemach(a6_astarD,gamma);
T6 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M6);
P6 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M6);
mdot_6 = massflowrate(P05ii,a6,M6,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 6 to 7
d7_e = 0.730;
d7 = in2m(d7_e);
a7 = dia2a(d7);
a7_ratio = a7/a6;
a6_astarE = arearatio(M6,gamma);
a7_astarE = a7_ratio.*a6_astarE;
M7 = iteratemach(a7_astarE,gamma);
T7 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M7);
P7 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M7);
mdot_7 = massflowrate(P05ii,a7,M7,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 7 to 8
d8_e = 1.17;
d8 = in2m(d8_e);
a8 = dia2a(d8);
a8_ratio = a8/a7;
a7_astarF = arearatio(M7,gamma);
a8_astarF = a8_ratio.*a7_astarF;
M8 = iteratemach(a8_astarF,gamma);
T8 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M8);
P8 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M8);
mdot_8 = massflowrate(P05ii,a8,M8,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 8 to 9 - Area is decreasing
d9_e = 0.690;
d9 = in2m(d9_e);
a9 = dia2a(d9);
a9_ratio = a8/a9;
a8_astarG = arearatio(M8,gamma);
a9_astarG = (1./a9_ratio).*a8_astarG;
M9 = iteratemach(a9_astarG,gamma);
T9 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M9);
P9 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M9);
mdot_9 = massflowrate(P05ii,a9,M9,gamma,R,T0i);
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%% From 9 to 10
d10_e = 1.17;
d10 = in2m(d10_e);
a10 = dia2a(d10);
a10_ratio = a9/a10;
a9_astarH = arearatio(M9,gamma);
a10_astarH = a10_ratio.*a9_astarH;
M10 = iteratemach(a10_astarH,gamma);
T10 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M10);
P10 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M10);
mdot_10 = massflowrate(P05ii,a10,M10,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 10 to 9b - Area is decreasing
a9b_ratio = a10/a9;
a10_astarI = arearatio(M10,gamma);
a9b_astarI = (1./a9b_ratio).*a10_astarI;
M9b = iteratemach(a9b_astarI,gamma);
T9b = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M9b);
P9b = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M9b);
mdot_9b = massflowrate(P05ii,a9,M9b,gamma,R,T0i);
%% Through the regulator (part 15)
d15_e = 0.690;
d15 = in2m(d15_e);
a15 = dia2a(d15);
a15_ratio = a15/a9;
a9b_astarJ = arearatio(M9b,gamma);
a15_astarJ = a15_ratio.*a9b_astarJ;
M15 = iteratemach(a15_astarJ,gamma);
T15 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M15);
P15 = P9b; %technically, we control the static pressure output
mdot_15 = massflowrate(P05ii,a15,M15,gamma,R,T0i);
%% AFTER THE REGULATOR, 15 to 16
d16_e = 0.800;
d16 = in2m(d16_e);
a16 = dia2a(d16);
a16_ratio = a16/a15;
a15_astarK = arearatio(M15,gamma);
a16_astarK = a16_ratio.*a15_astarK;
M16 = iteratemach(a16_astarK,gamma);
T16 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M15);
P16 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M16);
mdot_16 = massflowrate(P05ii,a16,M16,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 16 to 17 - Area is decreasing
d17_e = 0.472;
d17 = in2m(d17_e);
a17 = dia2a(d17);
a17_ratio = a16/a17;
a16_astarL = arearatio(M16,gamma);
a17_astarL = (1./a17_ratio).*a16_astarL;

M17 = iteratemach(a17_astarL,gamma);
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T17 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M17);
P17 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M17);
mdot_17 = massflowrate(P05ii,a17,M17,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 17 to 18
d18_e = 0.800;
d18 = in2m(d18_e);
a18 = dia2a(d18);
a18_ratio = a18/a17;
a17_astarM = arearatio(M17,gamma);
a18_astarM = a18_ratio.*a17_astarM;
M18 = iteratemach(a18_astarM,gamma);
T18 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M18);
P18 = stag2statP(P05ii,gamma,M18);
mdot_18 = massflowrate(P05ii,a18,M18,gamma,R,T0i);
%% Across 18
f18 = f;
x1_18 = 0;
x2_18 = in2m(18);
%the following comes from eqn. 3.97 in Anderson's Compr. Flow
M18ii = friction1D(M18,x1_18,x2_18,f18,d18,gamma);
T18ii_T18 = (2+(gamma-1).*M18ii.^2)./(2+(gamma-1).*M18ii.^2);
T18ii = T18ii_T18.*T18;
P18ii_P18 = (M18./M18ii).*((2+(gamma-1).*M18.^2)./(2+(gamma-1).*M18ii.^2)).^.5;
P18ii = P18ii_P18.*P18;
P018ii_P05ii = (M18./M18ii).*((2+(gamma-1).*M18ii.^2)./(2+(gamma1).*M18.^2)).^((gamma+1)./(2.*(gamma-1)));
P018ii = P018ii_P05ii.*P05ii;
mdot_18ii = massflowrate(P018ii,a18,M18ii,gamma,R,T0i);
%% From 18 to 19 - Area is decreasing
d19_e = 0.750;
d19 = in2m(d19_e);
a19 = dia2a(d19);
a19_ratio = a18/a19;
a18ii_astarN = arearatio(M18,gamma);
a19_astarN = (1./a19_ratio).*a18ii_astarN;
M19 = iteratemach(a19_astarN,gamma);
T19 = stag2statT(T0i,gamma,M19);
P19 = stag2statP(P018ii,gamma,M19);
mdot_19 = massflowrate(P018ii,a19,M19,gamma,R,T0i);
%% Plots
% Note: The vertical lines indicate the position of the pressure regulator
%% Static Pressure Plot
%The following array dictates the distance each of the 17 components is
%from the cylinder. Values are estimated in inches
x_pos = [0,1,5,6,7,8,32,33,34,35,36,37.5,39,40.5,41.5,43,44,62,63];
%Calculated static pressure values at all 17 points combined
p_metric = [Pi,P2,P2ii,P3,P4,P5i,P5ii,P6,P7,P8,P9,P10,P9b,P15,P16,P17,P18,P18ii,P19];
p_e_array = .00014504.*p_metric; %convert from Pa to psi
figure

hold on
xticks(0:5:65)
xlim([0 65])
grid on
plot(x_pos,p_e_array,'LineWidth',1)
line([40.5 40.5],[0
(p_e_array(1,5)+1000)],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.2,'LineStyle',':')
title('Pressure vs. Position')
xlabel('Distance from Cylinder (in)')
ylabel('Static Pressure (psig)')
legend('Theoretical Pressure','Regulator Position','Location','SouthWest')
hold off
%% Mach Number Plot
%Calculated Mach numbers at all 17 points combined
M_array = [Mi,M2,M2ii,M3,M4,M5i,M5ii,M6,M7,M8,M9,M10,M9b,M15,M16,M17,M18,M18ii,M19];
figure
hold on
xticks(0:5:65)
xlim([0 65])
grid on
plot(x_pos,M_array,'LineWidth',1)
line([40.5 40.5],[0 1],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.2,'LineStyle',':')
title('Mach Number vs. Position')
xlabel('Distance from Cylinder (in)')
ylabel('Mach Number')
legend('Theoretical Pressure','Regulator Position','Location','NorthEast')
hold off
%% Ouputs Relevant Values to the Command Window
fprintf('Mass Flow Rate = %5.3f lbm/s \n',mdot_i.*2.20462)
fprintf('Friction Coefficient = %5.3f \n',f)
fprintf('Cylinder Pressure = %5.3f psig \n',P0i_e)
fprintf('Cylinder Temperature = %5.3f Rankine \n\n',T0i_e)
fprintf('-----Mach Numbers----fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at
fprintf('Mach Number = %5.3f at

\n\n')
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f
x = %5.3f

fprintf('-----Pressures----- \n\n')
fprintf('Pressure = %5.3f psi at x =
fprintf('Pressure = %5.3f psi at x =
fprintf('Pressure = %5.3f psi at x =
fprintf('Pressure = %5.3f psi at x =

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f

in
in
in
in

\n',M_array(1,1),x_pos(1,1))
\n',M_array(1,2),x_pos(1,2))
\n',M_array(1,3),x_pos(1,3))
\n',M_array(1,4),x_pos(1,4))
\n',M_array(1,5),x_pos(1,5))
\n',M_array(1,6),x_pos(1,6))
\n',M_array(1,7),x_pos(1,7))
\n',M_array(1,8),x_pos(1,8))
\n',M_array(1,9),x_pos(1,9))
\n',M_array(1,10),x_pos(1,10))
\n',M_array(1,11),x_pos(1,11))
\n',M_array(1,12),x_pos(1,12))
\n',M_array(1,13),x_pos(1,13))
\n',M_array(1,14),x_pos(1,14))
\n',M_array(1,15),x_pos(1,15))
\n',M_array(1,16),x_pos(1,16))
\n',M_array(1,17),x_pos(1,17))
\n',M_array(1,18),x_pos(1,18))
\n\n',M_array(1,19),x_pos(1,19))
\n',p_e_array(1,1),x_pos(1,1))
\n',p_e_array(1,2),x_pos(1,2))
\n',p_e_array(1,3),x_pos(1,3))
\n',p_e_array(1,4),x_pos(1,4))
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fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure
fprintf('Pressure

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f

psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi
psi

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f
%5.3f

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

\n',p_e_array(1,5),x_pos(1,5))
\n',p_e_array(1,6),x_pos(1,6))
\n',p_e_array(1,7),x_pos(1,7))
\n',p_e_array(1,8),x_pos(1,8))
\n',p_e_array(1,9),x_pos(1,9))
\n',p_e_array(1,10),x_pos(1,10))
\n',p_e_array(1,11),x_pos(1,11))
\n',p_e_array(1,12),x_pos(1,12))
\n',p_e_array(1,13),x_pos(1,13))
\n',p_e_array(1,14),x_pos(1,14))
\n',p_e_array(1,15),x_pos(1,15))
\n',p_e_array(1,16),x_pos(1,16))
\n',p_e_array(1,17),x_pos(1,17))
\n',p_e_array(1,18),x_pos(1,18))
\n',p_e_array(1,19),x_pos(1,19))
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Nozzle Calculations
% NOTA BENE: It may be necessary to alter A2_Astar in the function NSAR in
% order to make this program converge, or at least to converge quickly.
% Furthermore, if there are no shocks in the system, then segments of the
% code will need to be commented out and other segments will need to be
% uncommented.
%% Reading in data
All_Data = importdata('20190328_47mm.lvm');
%% Sorting the data by type and channel
time = All_Data(:,1);
v_load_cell = All_Data(:,2);
v_1 = All_Data(:,3);
v_2 = All_Data(:,4);
v_3 = All_Data(:,5);
v_4 = All_Data(:,6);
v_5 = All_Data(:,7);
v_6 = All_Data(:,8);
v_c = All_Data(:,9);
%Ambient Pressure
p_a = 14.7;
%Converting voltages to meaningful values - full range outputs
LCGB = 0.020; %volt/lb
XTM = 0.075; %volt/psi
XT190 = 0.100; %volt/psi
XTEL190 = 0.100; %volt/psi
MMSG2 = 10; %volt/psi
load = (v_load_cell/LCGB)*4459; %combined FRO and FSO
% initial time intervals used for calibration
m = 1/.0001; %initial time
n = 2/.0001; %final time
%% Original input pressures
%applying full scale output (FSO) to pressure data
p_1 = (v_1/XTM)*(101.526);
p_2 = (v_2/XT190)*(101.526);
p_3 = (v_3/XTEL190)*(101.526);
p_4 = (v_4/XTEL190)*(101.526);
p_5 = (v_5/XTEL190)*(101.526);
p_6 = (v_6/XTEL190)*(101.526);
p_c = (v_c/MMSG2)*2500;

Note: 7 bar = 101.526 psi

%% Zeroing
% take average of beginning data to center the data at 0 psi an 0 N
p_1_avg_beg = sum(p_1(m:n,1))/numel(p_1(m:n,1));
p_2_avg_beg = sum(p_2(m:n,1))/numel(p_2(m:n,1));
p_3_avg_beg = sum(p_3(m:n,1))/numel(p_3(m:n,1));
p_4_avg_beg = sum(p_4(m:n,1))/numel(p_4(m:n,1));
p_5_avg_beg = sum(p_5(m:n,1))/numel(p_5(m:n,1));
p_6_avg_beg = sum(p_6(m:n,1))/numel(p_6(m:n,1));
p_c_avg_beg = sum(p_c(m:n,1))/numel(p_c(m:n,1));
load_avg_beg = sum(load(m:n,1))/numel(load(m:n,1));
%% Data in psig
%subtract the zeroing values and add ambient pressure to obtain psig
p_1_adj = p_1-p_1_avg_beg+p_a;

p_2_adj
p_3_adj
p_4_adj
p_5_adj
p_6_adj
p_c_adj

=
=
=
=
=
=

p_2-p_2_avg_beg+p_a;
p_3-p_3_avg_beg+p_a;
p_4-p_4_avg_beg+p_a;
p_5-p_5_avg_beg+p_a;
p_6-p_6_avg_beg+p_a;
p_c-p_c_avg_beg+p_a;
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%% Thrust Adjusted
load_adj = load-load_avg_beg;
%% The following figures are the pressure vs. time data for each transducer
% indices for initial and final test time sample
i_pick = 3.1;
j_pick = 3.8;
i = i_pick/.0001; %lower bound
j = j_pick/.0001; %upper bound
%% Data Averaging
p_1_avg = sum(p_1_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_1_adj(i:j,1));
p_2_avg = sum(p_2_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_2_adj(i:j,1));
p_3_avg = sum(p_3_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_3_adj(i:j,1));
p_4_avg = sum(p_4_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_4_adj(i:j,1));
p_5_avg = sum(p_5_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_5_adj(i:j,1));
p_6_avg = sum(p_6_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_6_adj(i:j,1));
p_c_avg = sum(p_c_adj(i:j,1))/numel(p_c_adj(i:j,1));
load_avg = sum(load_adj(i:j,1))/numel(load_adj(i:j,1));
%% Theoretical pressure calculations
x = -3:0.001:0; %establish array of nozzle coordinates
gamma = 1.4; %specific heat ratio of nitrogen
fc = 3; %focal length, mm
fc_e = 0.11811; %focal length, in
A_conv_e = pi.*(-.803.*x(:,1:1032)-1.384).^2; %areas of converging section, in^2
A_conv = A_conv_e.*0.00064516; %areas of converging section, m^2
A_par_e = 4.*pi.*fc_e.*(x(:,1033:3001)+2.051007874); %areas of diverging section, in^2
A_par = A_par_e.*0.00064516; %areas of diverging section, m^2
A_all = [A_conv A_par]; %all areas combined, m^2
A_star = pi*(0.197*0.0254).^2; %throat area, m^2
A_ratio_conv = A_conv./A_star; %area ratio of converging section to throat area
A_ratio_par = A_par./A_star; %area ratio of parabolic section to throat area
A_ratio_all = [A_ratio_conv A_ratio_par]; %ratio of areas through entire nozzle to
throat area
%% Plot of area ratio distribution throughout CD nozzle
%{
figure
plot(x,A_ratio_all)
title('Area Ratio vs. Nozzle Position')
xlabel('Position from Nozzle Exit (in)')
ylabel('Area Ratio, A/A*')
%}
%% Mach number and pressure distribution in the converging section
M_var_conv = iteratemach(A_ratio_conv,gamma); %Mach number throughout the converging
section
P_var_conv = stag2statP(p_c_avg,gamma,M_var_conv); %Static pressure throughout the
converging section
%% Accounting for the presence of shocks
%{
%a shock occurs so it is necessary to find at what area ratio that occurs
%and thus what the mach number drops to immediately after the shock
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Ae_Astar = A_ratio_par(1,numel(A_ratio_par)); %exit area to throat area
[A_shock_ratio,M_pre_shock,M_post_shock,P0_post] = NSAR(Ae_Astar,gamma,p_a,p_c_avg);
%calculates normal shock properties
%pre-shock characteristics
A_pre_shock_array_position = find(abs(A_ratio_par-A_shock_ratio)<0.01)-1;
A_pre_shock_ratio_array = [A_ratio_conv A_ratio_par(1,1:A_pre_shock_array_position)];
M_pre_shock_array = iteratemach2(A_pre_shock_ratio_array,gamma);
P_stat_pre_shock = stag2statP(p_c_avg,gamma,M_pre_shock_array);
%post-shock characteristics
A_post_shock_array_position = A_pre_shock_array_position+1;
A_post_shock_ratio_array = A_ratio_par(1,A_post_shock_array_position:end);
M_post_shock_array = iteratemach(A_post_shock_ratio_array,gamma);
P_stat_post_shock = stag2statP(P0_post,gamma,M_post_shock_array);
%% Combined Arrays for M and P
M_overall = [M_pre_shock_array M_post_shock_array];
P_overall = [P_stat_pre_shock P_stat_post_shock];
%% Plots
%Mach Number
figure
plot(x(1032:end),M_overall(1032:end))
string1 = sprintf('Mach Number at P_c = %f psig',p_c_avg);
title(string1)
ylabel('Mach Number')
xlabel('Position from Nozzle Exit (in)')
%Pressure
figure
hold on
grid on
peas = [p_6_avg;p_5_avg;p_4_avg;p_3_avg;p_2_avg;p_1_avg];
xpos = [-1.73228,-1.37795,-1.10236,-.826772,-.551181,-.275591];
plot(xpos,peas,'x','Color','k','LineWidth',2)
line([-1.969,0],[p_c_avg,p_c_avg],'LineStyle','--','Color','r','LineWidth',1.2)
plot(x(1032:end),P_overall(1032:end),'LineWidth',1.2,'Color','b')
string2 = sprintf('Static Pressure at P_c = %f psig',p_c_avg);
title(string2)
ylabel('Static Pressure (psig)')
xlabel('Position from Nozzle Exit (in)')
legend('Experimental Data','Chamber Pressure','Theoretical')
text(-1.5,p_c_avg-3,'\uparrow','FontWeight','bold')
string3 = sprintf('%3.1f psig',p_c_avg);
text(-1.45,p_c_avg-5,string3,'FontWeight','bold')
hold off
%}
%% Use the following section ONLY if there are NO SHOCKS

M_var_par = iteratemach2(A_ratio_par,gamma);
M_var = [M_var_conv M_var_par];
figure
plot(x(1032:end),M_var(1032:end))
string1 = sprintf('Mach Number at P_c = %f psig',p_c_avg);
title(string1)
ylabel('Mach Number')
xlabel('Position from Nozzle Exit (in)')
P_stat_var = stag2statP(p_c_avg,gamma,M_var); %static pressure throughout the nozzle,
psig
%pressure at various points in the nozzle
figure
hold on
grid on

peas = [p_6_avg;p_5_avg;p_4_avg;p_3_avg;p_2_avg;p_1_avg];
xpos = [-1.73228,-1.37795,-1.10236,-.826772,-.551181,-.275591];
plot(xpos,peas,'x','Color','k','LineWidth',2)
line([-1.969,0],[p_c_avg,p_c_avg],'LineStyle','--','Color','r','LineWidth',1.5)
plot(x(1032:end),P_stat_var(1032:end),'LineWidth',1.2,'Color','b')
string2 = sprintf('Static Pressure at P_c = %f psig',p_c_avg);
title(string2)
ylabel('Static Pressure (psig)')
xlabel('Position from Nozzle Exit (in)')
legend('Experimental Data','Chamber Pressure','Theoretical')
text(-1.5,p_c_avg-14.5,'\uparrow','FontWeight','bold')
string3 = sprintf('%3.1f psig',p_c_avg);
text(-1.45,p_c_avg-18,string3,'FontWeight','bold')
%}
%% Subplot Graphing
figure
subplot(4,2,1)
hold on
plot(time,p_1_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_1_avg-p_1_avg*.6 p_1_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_1_avg-p_1_avg*.6 p_1_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Transducer 1')
hold off
subplot(4,2,2)
hold on
plot(time,p_2_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_2_avg-p_2_avg*.6 p_2_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_2_avg-p_2_avg*.6 p_2_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Transducer 2')
hold off
subplot(4,2,3)
hold on
plot(time,p_3_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_3_avg-p_3_avg*.6 p_3_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_3_avg-p_3_avg*.6 p_3_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Transducer 3')
hold off
subplot(4,2,4)
hold on
plot(time,p_4_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_4_avg-p_1_avg*.6 p_4_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_4_avg-p_1_avg*.6 p_4_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Transducer 4')
hold off
subplot(4,2,5)
hold on
plot(time,p_5_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
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ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_5_avg-p_5_avg*.6 p_5_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_5_avg-p_5_avg*.6 p_5_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Transducer 5')
hold off
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subplot(4,2,6)
hold on
plot(time,p_6_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_6_avg-p_6_avg*.6 p_6_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_6_avg-p_6_avg*.6 p_6_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Transducer 6')
hold off
subplot(4,2,7)
hold on
plot(time,p_c_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Pressure (psig)')
line([i_pick i_pick],[p_c_avg-p_c_avg*.6 p_c_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[p_c_avg-p_c_avg*.6 p_c_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
title('Chamber Transducer')
hold off
subplot(4,2,8)
hold on
plot(time,load_adj)
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Thrust (N)')
title('Thrust')
line([i_pick i_pick],[load_avg-load_avg*.6 load_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
line([j_pick j_pick],[load_avg-load_avg*.6 load_avg*1.6],'Color','k','LineWidth',1.5)
hold off
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Appendix B
Additional MATLAB Functions

Area Ratio Function
function [A_Astar] = arearatio(M,gamma)
%Finds ratio of area to throat area using Mach number
A_Astar = (1./M).*((2./(gamma+1)).*(1+((gamma-1)./2).*M.^2)).^((gamma+1)./(2.*(gamma1)));
end

Static Pressure Function
function [P_static] = stag2statP(P_stag, gamma, M)
%This function accpets the inputs of stagnation temperature, specific heat
%ratio, and mach number in order to calculate static temperature
P_static = P_stag./((1+((gamma-1)./2).*M.^2).^(gamma./(gamma-1)));
end

Static Temperature Function
function [P_static] = stag2statP(P_stag, gamma, M)
%This function accpets the inputs of stagnation temperature, specific heat
%ratio, and mach number in order to calculate static temperature
P_static = P_stag./((1+((gamma-1)./2).*M.^2).^(gamma./(gamma-1)));
end

Mach Number Iteration - Subsonic
function [M] = iteratemach(A_ratio,gamma)
%This function generates an array of Mach numbers which are then used to
%generate an array of area ratios. The generated area ratios are compared
%to the input area ratios. A tolerance determines when the input area ratio
%is sufficicently close to the generated ratio. The position of this value
%is found and passed back to the Mach number array. As such, a subsonic
%mach number that corresponds to the given area ratio is output
m = 1*10^-5:1*10^-5:1; %intial array of mach numbers
tol = 1*10^-2; %arbitrary tolerance
a_ratio = (1./m).*((2./(gamma+1)).*(1+(((gamma1)./2).*(m.^2)))).^((gamma+1)./(2.*(gamma-1)));%generate area ratios for given M
M_pos = zeros(1,numel(A_ratio)); %intializes array
M = zeros(1,numel(A_ratio)); %initializes array
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for i=1:numel(A_ratio)
for j=1:numel(a_ratio)
if abs(A_ratio(1,i)-a_ratio(1,j))<=tol %compares area ratios to the set
tolerance
M_pos(i) = j;
%finds position of subsonic Mach number that satisfies the
tolerance
break;
end
end
M(i) = m(1,j); %uses position from previous line to find corresponding Mach number
end
end

Mach Number Iteration - Supersonic

This uses the same method as the subsonic function, with the exception that the initial Mach
number array is:

m = 1:1*10^-5:10;

1D Friction Flow Function
function [M2] = friction1D(M1,x1,x2,f,D,gamma)
%1D compressible flow with friction - outputs Mach number at end of tube
LHS = (((4.*f)./D).*(x2-x1))+((-1./(gamma.*M1.^2))((gamma+1)./(2.*gamma)).*log((M1.^2)./(1+((gamma-1)./2).*M1.^2)));
tol = 0.001;
RHS = 0;
M2 = M1;
while abs(LHS-RHS)>tol
M2 = M2 + 1.*10.^-8;
RHS = (-1./(gamma.*(M2).^2))-((gamma+1)./(2.*gamma)).*log(((M2).^2)./(1+((gamma1)./2).*(M2).^2));
end
end
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Normal Shock Function
function [A_shock_ratio,M_pre_shock,M_post_shock,P02] = NSAR(Ae_Astar,gamma,P_a,P01)
%This function is intended exclusively for finding the area ratio of a normal shock in
the diverging portion of a nozzle. Note: It may be necessary to adjust A2_Astar in
order for the function to converge more quickly
Pe = P_a+1;
tol = 0.09;
A2_Astar = Ae_Astar;
while (abs(Pe-P_a))>tol
A2_Astar = A2_Astar-0.0001;
M1 = iteratemach2(A2_Astar,gamma);
M2 = mach2machnormal(M1,gamma);
P02_P01 = mach2pnormal(M1,gamma);
A2_A2star = arearatio(M2,gamma);
Ae_A2star = (Ae_Astar).*(1./A2_Astar).*(A2_A2star);
Me = iteratemach(Ae_A2star,gamma);
P02_Pe = stagstatpratio(Me,gamma);
Pe = (1./P02_Pe).*(P02_P01).*(P01);
end
A_shock_ratio = A2_Astar;
M_pre_shock = M1;
M_post_shock = M2;
P02 = P02_Pe.*Pe;
end

Mach Number after Normal Shock Function
function [M2] = mach2machnormal(M1,gamma)
%This is a normal shock relation that uses the Mach number before the shock
%to find the Mach number after the shock
M2 = sqrt((1+((gamma-1)./2).*M1.^2)./(gamma.*M1.^2-(gamma-1)./2));
end

Normal Shock Stagnation Temperature Ratio Function
function [P02_P01] = mach2pnormal(M1,gamma)
%This is a normal Mach relation that gives a static pressure ratio using
%an initial Mach number
P02_P01 = ((((gamma+1).*M1.^2)./(((gamma-1).*M1.^2)+2)).^(gamma./(gamma-1)))...
.*((gamma+1)./(2.*gamma.*M1.^2-(gamma-1))).^(1./(gamma-1));
end
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